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Abstract
The increasing use of technology in teaching and learning brought about changed work
environments and changed job requirements for academic employees at higher education
institutions, necessitating their e-readiness. However, all academic employees do not
necessarily embrace the use of technology in teaching and learning.
Research was conducted to determine the e-readiness of academic employees of the NorthWest University, Potchefstroom Campus, in South Africa, and the role of key human factors
in their e-readiness. The empirical results revealed that key human factors such as pace and
style of technology adoption, preferred learning style and personal work behavioural style,
play a role in their e-readiness. Thus, considering the importance of academic employees’ ereadiness, it is argued that these key human factors need to be assessed with a view to
enhance academic employees’ e-readiness. In this respect the article argues that the ereadiness assessment of academic employees must be included in the human resource
performance appraisal process.
As outcome of the research, a framework was developed for assessing the e-readiness of
academic employees during their performance appraisals, as well as determining and
assessing the role of key human factors in their e-readiness in order to draft an e-profile
which will provide guidance in terms of structuring unique training and development
approaches for each e-profile.
Key words: E-readiness, key human factors, pace and style of technology adoption, learning
style, work behavioural style, academic employees, higher education institutions
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Introduction
The technological revolution of the 21st century presents higher education institutions (HEIs)
with one of the biggest adaptation challenges in its history (Amirault & Visser, 2009:62;
Smyre, 2006; Tadmore, 2006: 287; Carnesale, 2000: 3–4;7). Higher education institutions
should either adjust to this innovative reality or they will be in danger of losing their standing
as principal educational institutions (Amirault & Visser, 2009: 62; Bates, 2010). In many
instances the use of e-learning at South African HEIs has become increasingly important (Le
Roux, 2009; Njenga & Fourie, 2010: 199; Mutula, 2003: 1), not only for creating new
teaching and learning opportunities by means of greater knowledge sharing than traditional
classroom teaching and learning and control over time, place and pace of study, but also in
providing access to resources beyond the borders of those traditionally available in university
libraries (JISC, 2009: 8; Stone, 2008: 526; SA, 2004: i).
The online learning facilitator, that decides which technologies to use and how it should be
used, plays a significant role in this process (JISC, 2009: 8; Achimugu Oluwagbemi &
Oluwaranti, 2010: 27). Online learning facilitators need to be aware of the various tools and
media that are available and how to select and use those that will best serve the learning
purpose (JISC, 2009: 8; Takalani, 2008: 1–2). E-learning1 as blended approach to teaching
and learning, with the skilful and suitable incorporation of technology with face-to-face
classroom teaching (Cardwell & Madigan, 2004: 26–27; University of Calgary, n.d:1;
Dziuban, Moskal & Hartman, 2005: 4; cf Graham, 2004: 3), is a significant element of 21st
century teaching and learning practice (JISC, 2009: 9).
Furthermore, the profile of the current day student has changed from that of a traditional
student. The average tertiary student is between 18 and 25 years old with the vast majority

1

For the purpose of this research, e-learning is not regarded as a distance learning or remote learning tool, or a

specialist area, but it is regarded of the broader aim of enhancing teaching and learning through the use of
suitable technology (JISC, 2009: 6–8). The focus of e-learning is on the enhancement of learning by more
effective and comprehensive use of digital technologies (JISC 2009: 8) and is therefore not intended to replace
the teacher, but to use technology to increase the focus on pedagogic skills (JISC 2009: 5). E-learning should
employ ICT skills to access, analyse, evaluate, integrate, and present information; to create knowledge and new
information by adapting to and functioning in a knowledge society by using suitable technology and
communicate information; by constructing information; and by mastering communication and collaboration
skills (SA, 2004: 14).
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between 18 and 22 years (HEMIS, 2010) and can be categorised as Generation Y. Generation
Y refers to people born between 1980 and 2000 (Naidoo, 2005). This age category refers to
Generation Y in the United States of America; in the South African context these students are
mostly regarded as born from 1990 onwards (Steyn, Badenhorst & Kamper, 2010: 177; 185;
cf Msimang, 2008).
Within this context of technological development, the needs and preferences of the 21st
century student, the changing higher education environment, the increasing use of technology
in teaching and learning, and the significant role of online learning facilitators in e-learning,
the e-readiness 2 of academic employees (hereafter referred to as academics) became
imperative. In order to enhance the e-readiness of academics, it is necessary to assess their
level of e-readiness against particular criteria. The article therefore argues for the inclusion of
the assessment of the e-readiness of academics during human resource performance
appraisals. The article also explains the relation between key human factors and e-readiness.
For the purpose of this study key human factors such as personal work behavioural style,
preferred learning style and pace and style of technology adoption are considered. The impact
of these human factors on the e-readiness of an academic is established in the article.
As outcome of the research, a framework was developed for assessing the e-readiness of
academic employees during their performance appraisals, as well as determining and
assessing the role of key human factors in their e-readiness in order to draft an e-profile
which will provide guidance in terms of structuring unique training and development
approaches for each e-profile.
Research methodology
An extensive review of scholarly literature was conducted on the various aspects related to
key human factors in the e-readiness of academics. A literature review was also conducted on
e-readiness and the assessment of the e-readiness of academics through human resource
performance appraisals, providing a theoretical framework.

2

For the purpose of this research e-readiness refers to the willingness and preparedness of academics to use e-

learning in teaching and learning, implying that they have the necessary technical skill, the skill to use and adapt
teaching and learning strategies that best suit e-learning, the psychological readiness to use technology in
teaching and learning, and the ability to use e-learning to optimally enhance learning.
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The article follows an explanatory approach. Explanatory research aims to provide
explanations of phenomena (Durrheim, 2009: 44). In the article the researcher explains the
role of particular key human factors on the e-readiness of academics. Further, the research
design was developed in consideration of the interpretive paradigm. The interpretive
paradigm sustains the belief that the reality that is studied consists of people’s subjective
experiences of the external world (Terre Blanche & Durrheim, 2009:7). In this article it is
argued that the e-readiness of academics, consist of their subjective perceptions of the use of
technology in teaching and learning.
Empirical research was conducted by means of both quantitative and qualitative approaches.
Through the empirical research, the most common work behavioural styles amongst
academic employees at the Potchefstroom campus of the North-West University (NWU),
used as case study for the research, were determined.
A qualitative method was chosen for data collection in order to explain the subjective reasons
and meanings that lie behind employees’ teaching and learning perceptions pertaining to the
use of technology in teaching and learning, and how their perceptions, that lead to their
chosen approaches, correlate with their work behavioural style. For this purpose, the
technique of a focus group discussion and interviews was used. For the focus group
discussion 20 academics were purposefully selected to participate, of which 10 were able to.
The availability of academics played a role in this selection. Participants were purposefully
selected to include employees that use various approaches to teaching and learning.
The use of technology in teaching and learning was used as the yardstick for academics’
willingness to make use of innovative teaching and learning approaches. The focus group
thus included employees who are relatively comfortable using technology in teaching and
learning and have a certain level of e-readiness, as well as those employees who are either not
using technology at all or are only using it because they are expected to, are not e-ready and
do not understand the advantages of the available technology. In addition to the focus group
discussion, interviews were held with various e-learning and human resource management
(HRM) specialists at the NWU. The interviewees were selected for their expert knowledge in
these fields.
A quantitative method was, however, also chosen for data collection. For this purpose, the
survey technique was by means of a self-administered questionnaire that was used to collect
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data to determine academics’ subjective perceptions of the use of technology and/or
innovation in teaching and learning. The questionnaire was distributed to 300 permanently
appointed academics at the Potchefstroom campus of the NWU via electronic mail. Eighty
five (85) completed questionnaires were returned.
Rationale for e-readiness assessment of academic employees
As alluded to in the Introduction, the use of technology in teaching and learning brought
about changed work environments and changed job requirements for academics at HEIs (cf
OECD, 2004). The changed job requirement compels academics to adapt to new job
requirements. All job incumbents did not necessarily change with the new job requirements
associated with their jobs and therefore did not necessarily embrace the use of technology in
teaching and learning for several reasons. Research (Proctor & Doukakis, 2003: 268;
Robbins, 2003: 559–560) shows that employees usually resist change in the workplace due to
various reasons such as inter alia, fear of the unknown, habits (comfort zones), inadequate
information and communication, threats to status, fear of failure and lack of perceived
benefits. It is, however, important that academics adapt to changing job requirements in order
for the university to remain relevant in times of change (Amirault & Visser, 2009: 62) and to
be able to optimally be of service the 21st century student, predominantly belonging to
Generation Y (HEMIS, 2010; Halse & Mallinson, 2008: 1). The changed job requirements
therefore call for the e-readiness of academics to enable them to successfully take on the use
of e-learning as a learning enhancing tool.
From a human resource management perspective it can be argued that it is important to
enhance the e-readiness of academics through training and development to ensure employees
are well-skilled and capable to fulfil the new job requirements. The NWUs policies are in
support of providing students with the best possible education and learning experiences.
However, an academic that is not e-ready will not be able to use e-learning optimally as
learning tool. This lack of e-readiness can most probably be attributed to a number of factors
such as challenging technology, a lack of sufficient computer literacy, inadequate
technology-related training, an inability to make the paradigm shift from traditional
classroom teaching and learning to e-learning, a lack of understanding the use and purpose of
e-learning, an increased workload, fear of the unknown and a threat to the comfort zone, to
name a few (cf Bozarth, 2006: 2–4; cf Kottolli, 2008: 1).

5
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As further also alluded to in the Introduction, it is necessary to assess academics’ level of ereadiness against particular criteria in order to enhance their e-readiness. The article therefore
proposes that the assessment of the e-readiness of academics should be included during their
human resource performance appraisals. It is further argued that human factors impact on an
employee’s e-profile and should thus be assessed to determine an employee’s level of ereadiness. A personal development plan will subsequently be drafted for each employee. For
this assessment and development purpose a theoretical framework is developed where
employees can be plotted according to their personal work behavioural style, preferred
learning style and pace and style of technology adoption. The framework will thus make
provision to identify uniquely structured training and development interventions that should
be introduced through the employee development process. It will also make provision for
which motivational strategies should be applied to enhance e-readiness and performance of
academics. Presently, neither the literature of human resource performance appraisal nor the
literature of e-readiness or e-learning makes provision for particularly assessing the ereadiness of academics. Furthermore, the e-readiness of academics is currently not included
in their performance appraisals at the NWU as it is not yet compulsory for employees to use
in their teaching and learning (De Wit, 2010).
In addition to the requirement of e-readiness, academics need to realise that the same
teaching and learning strategies applied for traditional classroom learning cannot be used for
online learning. The use and implementation of e-learning as a changed job requirement calls
for academics at HEIs to acquire not only new skills to teach online, but also how to use
online resources and tools to enhance the learning experience and facilitate communication
for learning to take place (JISC, 2009: 7). Communication in the online environment is
different from face-to-face communication, as it can be both synchronous and asynchronous
and is not time dependant (Huang, 2002: 28; Miller, 2005: 1). In support of this notion, the
importance of communication and support from academics as a significant factor to their
online learning experience, is constantly highlighted by students (Sutton, 2004; Alexander,
2001 :242).
As mentioned, currently, the majority of undergraduate students can be categorised as
Generation Y (cf HEMIS, 2010) and was born in an era of technological and sociological
change (Kezi, 2009: Online1). This generation prefers learning to be fun, relaxed and
interactive and therefore a traditional teaching and learning approach does not appeal to them
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(Gleeson, 2003: Online4; Price, 2009: 3; cf Naidoo, 2005: Online). According to Halse and
Mallinson (2008: 1) students belonging to Generation Y portray particular characteristics
which impact on their interaction with others and their environment, how they connect and
learn, as well as the assortment of technologies they use to do so. They are characterised by a
high level of technical literacy (Gen Y Report, 2010: 24; Song, Singleton, Hill & Koh, 2004:
59). Some of the technologies often used by this generation include live virtual classrooms,
podcasts, blogs, social networks and collaborative editing (Halse & Mallison, 2008:1).
Considering these characteristics and technologies this generation prefers, can guide
academics to adapt or customise teaching and learning approaches to enhance learning (Halse
& Mallinson, 2008: 1; cf Song et al., 2004: 59) by inter alia, making use of technology in
teaching and learning.
In an interview with the Section Head: Information Technology Support at the NWU,
Potchefstroom Campus, it was revealed that the majority of academics make use of only the
basic applications of e-leaning, namely the communications tools (messages and
announcements) and information tools (providing resources, and a schedule), but do not use
technologies such as podcasts, blogs, forums, wikis and social networks which are the typical
technologies that appeal to this generation of students and therefore the e-learning platform is
not used innovatively to enhance the learning experience (Le Roux, 2009). The Section Head:
Information Technology Support also indicated that in many instances academics make use
of the e-learning platform because it is expected of them by their line managers, but that it is
not used in a manner that facilitates learning to take place (Le Roux, 2009). E-learning
interventions are therefore usually not interactively and creatively applied, which can easily
cause disinterest and boredom with the Generation Y learners. This situation further stresses
the need for an adjustment of teaching and learning strategies to use e-learning as a learning
enhancing tool, which can be handled through training and development. It can be argued
that full time residential students from this generation will embrace a blended approach of
learning where technology is incorporated in the learning experience. It is therefore evident
that academics at HEIs cannot ad infinitum continue to use traditional classroom teaching and
learning strategies and need to incorporate e-learning in their teaching and learning strategies.
Furthermore, Rautenbach (2007: 16) indicates that teaching and learning has changed.
Outcomes-based education (OBE) principles call for a changed role of both the learner and
the facilitator where learners must have more independence and must control their own
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learning events (Rautenbach, 2007: 16; Butler, 2004: 11; Gunderman, Williamson, Frank,
Heitkamp & Kipfer, 2003: 16). The facilitator is no longer a traditional teacher (someone who
provides knowledge), but a facilitator of learning (someone who enables learners)
(Rautenbach, 2007: 16). Ramsden (2003: xii) is of the opinion that the first step to become a
good facilitator is to understand learners’ experiences of learning. Milliken and Barnes (2002:
225) indicate that this implies that teaching and learning strategies may have to be adapted to
focus on the enhancement of learners’ learning. The application of new technology can be
brought into play to improve both the teaching and learning experience (Milliken & Barnes,
2002: 226; SA, 2004: 8). However, all academics do not necessarily understand the need to
adapt their teaching and learning approaches or the need to use technology to enhance the
learning experience. It is argued that certain key human factors play a role in this regard.
Key human factors
Johannes (2007: 63) asks the question: “If we need new roles, new pedagogical approaches,
new knowledge and skills and new online environments for the e-learning practice, should
we not also look at new attributes for the person performing the job?” This question makes
sense as the success of e-learning depends to a great extent on the competence and
communication of the academic (JISC, 2009: 8; Achimugu et al., 2010: 27; Cardwell &
Madigan, 2004: 26–27; Dziuban et al., 2005: 4). Human factors are thus significantly
important.
Employees will react differently to the changed job requirement and some will resist it
(Proctor & Doukakis, 2003: 268), for the reason that employees have different personalities,
intelligence, abilities, values, backgrounds and attitudes which influence their behaviour
(Armstrong, 2006: 240–244). It is therefore necessary to understand and appreciate the
factors that affect how employees behave in the work environment to manage them
effectively (Armstrong, 2006: 239). Particularly when employees are confronted with a new
job requirement, it calls for managers to be sensitive, communicate well, provide the
necessary support and motivate employees (Landes, 2006: 29; Gitman & McDaniel, 2008:
187; Hansson, 2009).
The article therefore emphasises the importance of considering key human factors when
introducing a new technology. The DISC-factors of Thomas International (N.d.) are used as
guideline for personal work behavioural style and are brought into relation to the likely e-
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readiness profile of an academic. Further, the learning styles of Honey and Mumford (1982)
are discussed with a view to determine the impact of employees’ learning style preference on
their technology adoption. The technology adoption cycle of Rogers (1962) is used to discuss
the pace and style of technology adoption, as the technology adoption categories of the cycle
reflect academics’ levels of e-readiness. The interrelatedness of these human factors also
receives attention.
Pace and style of technology adoption
An employee’s pace and style of technology adoption refer to the characteristic individual
manner in which an employee will respond or adapt to a new technology or innovation (style)
and how fast or slow the employee will adopt (pace). The article argues that style and pace of
technology should also be assessed with the e-readiness assessment of an academic and the
subsequent development process.
Employees have different rates of technology adoption; therefore Rogers (1995: 262)
indicates various adopter categories. The diffusion model of Rogers (1995: 262) proposes
five adopter categories, namely innovators, early adopters, early majority, late majority and
laggards. Zemsky and Massey (2004) use these categories to illustrate e-learning’s pattern of
innovation and change. The categories can be summarised as follows:


Innovators (2%): These are learners who enjoy exploring new ideas and are driven by
intrinsic motivators.



Early adopters (13%): These are learners who adopt once the concept has been proven.
They are viewed as opinion leaders and decision-makers who have the vision to adapt
an emerging technology to an opportunity and are driven by extrinsic motivators. They
have the foresight to match an emerging technology to a strategic opportunity (Oliver,
2001:6).



Early majority (35%): These are the eventual users of technology who do not like to
take the risks of pioneering, but see the advantages of tested technologies driven by
usability and success of the technology; they are the beginning of the mass market.



Late majority (35%): These are learners who adopt when half of the population has
already done so. They are followers who dislike the disruptions of new technologies
and are more conservative.

9
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Diehards (laggards) (15%): These are learners who resist adopting innovations and
perform the valuable service of regularly pointing out the discrepancies between the
day-to-day reality of the product and the claims made for it (Beshears, n.d.).

Carr (2007: 9) explains that for innovators and early adopters, the existence of a technology
in itself will be reason enough for them to pursue it, since they have a natural willingness and
interest to explore. One can argue that perceived usefulness3 and perceived enjoyment4 will
be high for these groups. Their perceived ease of use5 may also be high since these are the
people that are willing to face challenges and overcome obstacles easier than people in the
other categories.
However, the early majority (and the other adopter categories to follow them) have a
tendency to find use in something usually only when it relates to problems in their own
disciplines (Zemsky & Massey, 2004: 9–10). Only if it can be confirmed that the new
technology is effective, efficient and effortlessly applied to their focused needs, they will be
likely to adopt it (Zemsky & Massey, 2004: 10). It could be argued that employees falling in
the early majority and late majority categories of the technology adoption cycle may need to
be encouraged to use technology in teaching and learning by the use of motivators such as
incentives or rewards, as there is resistance to some extent, and they need a certain degree of
convincing or motivation.
However, Rogers (1995: 221) indicates that employees who receive incentives for adoption
to e-learning possibly will change the patterns of adoption. The use of incentives will
probably lead to faster adoption by employees who would have otherwise adopted slowly or
not at all, and can negatively affect sustainability of adoption (Rogers 1995: 221). Incentives
can thus enhance the rate of adoption, but it is possible that it may cause a reduction in
quality (Elgort, 2005: 183). It is therefore necessary that line managers do not haphazardly
use incentives and rewards to motivate academics towards increased use of e-learning, but
that it is well-planned, thought through and connected to an employee’s e-profile. Important
3

Perceived usefulness refers to ‘‘the degree to which a person believes that using a particular system would
enhance his/her job performance’’ (Davis 1989: 320 in Roca & Gagné 2008: 1586; cf Adams, Nelson & Todd
1992: 227–228; Shen, Lin & Huang 2006: 272).
4
Perceived enjoyment is the “the extent to which the activity of using a computer system is perceived to be
personally enjoyable in its own right aside from the instrumental value of the technology’’ (Sun & Zhang 2006:
620; Davis et al 1992 in Roca and Gagné 2008: 1587; Dickinger, Arami & Meyer 2008: 5).
5
Perceived ease of use refers to ‘‘the degree to which a person believes that using a particular system would be
free of physical and mental effort’’ (Davis 1989: 320 in Roca & Gagné 2008: 1587; cf Adams et al 1992: 227–
228; Shen et al 2006: 272).
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in this respect, is that training and development should be focused broader than the
obtainment of a technical skill, but should also include the philosophy of e-learning
pertaining to its use and purpose. The benefits and use of e-learning as learning tool should
rather be the motivating factor.
It can further be argued that perceived enjoyment will be low for these categories as they are
slower to adapt and will probably only start enjoying the new technology, once they obtained
the skill and experience the benefits thereof. Therefore, their perceived usefulness may be
moderate to high, as they may be able to understand the benefits of the new technology, but
their perceived ease of use will be low until the technology has been mastered.
Employees of the innovator category will typically be intrinsically motivated and eager to
take on challenges. An innovator therefore, will most likely embrace the change and job
demand and not portray a lack of e-readiness. The early adopter category will also accept the
new challenge relatively easily, as they are visionary thinkers, opinion leaders and change
agents. It is important that leaders in HEIs focus on how to cross the gap between these two
groups (innovators and early adopters) and the early majority (mass market), since the early
majority will adopt slower and portray resistance to some extent to the new technology. This
is usually the biggest component of employees in the institution and it is therefore imperative
that managers should consider how to motivate these employees to firstly adapt to the new
technology and secondly to determine training and development interventions to enhance
performance.
In addition to the level of technology adoption, each employee has a different style of
approaching learning and adapting to a new concept or job demand (Dewhurst & FitzPatrick,
2007: 14). A number of these learning styles will be outlined in the following section and it
will be determined how these learning styles impact on an academic’s e-readiness.
Learning styles
Learning styles refer to various approaches or techniques of learning and involve educating
methods, which seemingly allow learners to learn effectively (Guild, 2001: Online; Park &
Lee, 2001: Online656; Felder & Henrique, 1995: 21; Azhar, 2008: Online5). The way in
which learners prefer a particular way to interact with stimuli and information is termed their
learning style (Palade, Howlett & Jain, 2003: Online1230; Felder & Henrique, 1995: 21).
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Research done by Swinton (2006: Online1) reveals that everybody has a preferred learning
style; employees will learn more successfully if they can use their preferred learning style
(Swinton, 2006: Online1; cf Robbins, 2009: 459). On the other hand, employees are likely to
be discouraged if the only learning opportunities available to them do not allow them to use
their preferred learning style and it will therefore affect their ability to learn (Swinton, 2006:
1; Robbins, 2009: 459). Learning styles influence the manner in which individuals attach
their own meaning to the subject matter or skill being taught (Roy 2006: 22). Online teaching
and learning must therefore be structured in such a manner that it makes provision for all
learning styles (Salmon, 2003: 110).
Academics’ learning style preferences play a significant role in their adoption to the use of
technology in teaching and learning and therefore, their e-readiness. For instance, right brain
dominated people may prefer a holistic and visual approach, while left brain dominated
people may prefer a systematic, step-by-step approach (Vermeulen, 2005: 8). Employees
have different traits, such as skills, aptitudes and preferences for processing information and
constructing knowledge from information, and therefore provision should be made that they
can learn in the manner with which they are most comfortable (Magoulas & Chen, 2006:
327).
Further, for the purpose of enhancing an employee’s e-readiness, it is important to take into
consideration that the ideal is to use a combination of active, practical, theoretical and
reflective learning activities (Honey & Mumford, 1982: 25–29; Dewhurst & FitzPatrick,
2007: 14; Arp, Woodard & Mestre, 2006: 29; Boyatzis & Kolb, 1995: 3). There is a universal
acceptance amongst researchers in the field of learning styles that a learner’s learning
approach influences his/her performance and attainment of outcomes (Cassidy, 2004: 420).
Assessing the learning styles of academics can therefore assist in understanding how
employees learn and which approach should be applied to maximise employees’ motivation
towards e-learning and their eventual performance.
Jackson, Furnham, Forde and Cotter (2000: 223) point out that a connection exists between
learning styles and occupation personality types (Bakx, Van der Sanden & Vermetten, 2002:
1229; Jackson & Lawty-Jones, 1996: 293). Although this article does not focus on individual
personality styles, this premise supports the notion that an individual’s learning style is to
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some extent connected to a person’s personality. It also emphasises the usefulness of
including the assessment of an academic’s learning style (which will partly indicate the
personality type of the employee) in the performance appraisal with a view to draft a training
strategy, consistent with the employee’s learning style preference.
Various learning styles and models are indicated and researched by psychologists, but for the
purpose of this article the learning styles of Honey and Mumford (1982) were chosen. The
following learning style categories are identified by Honey and Mumford (1982: 25–29):


Activists – individuals who prefer to deal with new challenges and experiences and
should receive a range of activities to keep them interested.



Pragmatists – individuals who require a link between the training and the end-result
required of them. They will determine the practical value and use of what they are
being taught.



Theorists – individuals who require good structure and sufficient time to explore the
relevance between ideas and scenarios. They are analytical and detail-conscious and
need to think things through in a logical step-by-step manner.



Reflectors – individuals who spend a significant amount of time to think intensively
about the activities and concepts provided to them online. Reflectors fall into the
category that probably benefits the most from web-based teaching and learning (Liu,
2007: 41). Downing and Chim (2004) in Liu (2007: 41) found that individuals who are
reflectors tend to be extroverted in the online environment whereas they may be
introverts in the traditional classroom setting.

It can be argued that academics that are activists can be compared to the innovator and early
adopter of the technology adoption cycle, who is an employee with a vision of the benefits of
technology in teaching and learning. The activist will, however, prefer to be the leader and
rather give direction (cf Honey & Mumford, 1982: 56). It can be argued that both the
perceived enjoyment and perceived ease of use of employees belonging to these categories
will be high. Activists thrive on new challenges and if an activating learning style is
combined with an innovator category of technology adoption, it can be assumed that the
employee will embrace the new job demand and will enjoy trying out online tools and
possibilities. Employees, portraying the activist learning style will also perceive the
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technology to be easy to use as they do not fear new, unfamiliar challenges and are likely to
“play around” with the new technology and enjoy the experience while they are mastering it.
The pragmatist may be compared to people falling under the early majority category of the
technology adoption cycle. This group will make the paradigm shift from traditional
classroom teaching and learning to e-learning once the concept has been proven. It can
therefore be argued that the perceived ease of use will be very important to an employee
portraying the pragmatist learning style. As long as they are not convinced of the use and
purpose of the technology they will not adopt to using it. The same can be said regarding
their perceived enjoyment; when they realise the possibilities of the use and purpose of elearning and the rationale behind it, they will start using it and in the process start enjoying it
as they have realised its value in learning.
The theorist may be compared to people in the early majority or late majority category,
needing more time to become familiar with the use of technology in teaching and learning.
They will analyse and review information before they adopt the use of technology in this way
and will eventually make the paradigm shift. Once they adopt the use of technology for elearning, they tend to flourish in the online environment owing to their systematic and
analytical approach (Arp et al., 2006: 30). The reflector, similar to the theorist, may be
compared to people in the early majority and late majority category. Prior to adopting the use
of technology, they will consider it intensively and listen to others’ views, considering them
before taking action or incorporating their own views. With both the theorist and reflector
learning styles perceived ease of use will take time as employees belonging to these learning
style categories take time thinking concepts over, especially if combined with the early
majority and late majority categories, which also take time to determine the use of e-learning.
Employees belonging to the late majority category may remain negative pertaining to
perceived ease of use and it is possible that they will only eventually adapt to e-learning as it
is expected of them by managers and/or learners, as indicated in the previous section. As
these employees’ ease of use will take long, they will also not perceive it to be enjoyable as
they do not have the skill and do not know the purpose of e-learning.
The above discussion shows that academics naturally tend towards a particular learning style.
This learning style relates and indicates an employee’s preferred way of interacting with and
adapting to new information and demands. These learning styles need to be assessed during a
performance appraisal as part of an academic’s e-readiness assessment and should be
14
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considered during goal-setting and drafting of a personal development plan. By considering
these learning styles during the developmental part of the performance appraisal process,
training and development interventions can be structured in a manner to suit this learning
style. This approach is likely to increase the employee’s motivation and will make the
technology adoption process easier. The abovementioned learning styles will therefore be
included in the framework in which employees can be plotted during performance
assessment.
In addition to employees’ pace and style of technology adoption and their preferred learning
style, employees also have different work behavioural styles. The personal work behavioural
styles, as third key human factor in this research, is discussed in the next section.
Personal work behavioural style
Employees portray different qualities, skills, abilities and prefer various methods to deal with
information, to gather knowledge from information, and to apply their knowledge to real-life
problem solving (Magoulas & Chen, 2006: 327). Thus, employees have different approaches
and preferences to work. Xu and Tuttle (2004: 22) explain that interpersonal aspects are more
important to an employee’s success in the workplace than technical skill. An interpersonal
aspect that is likely to differ between employees is work style; for instance, some employees
approach problem solving in a cautious, systematic manner, whereas others favour innovative
solutions (Xu & Tuttle, 2004: 22). In this article the Dominance Influence Steadiness
Compliance (DISC) factors of Thomas International will be used to describe personal work
profile patterns of academics.
The DISC profiling instrument is a useful and well-known assessment instrument to
determine the attributes that will contribute to an employee’s personal work behavioural
styles (Thomas International, 2005). The DISC profiling instrument describes human work
behavioural styles in four dimensions. A DISC profile reports a style or characteristic of
behaviour in a work situation. Four dimensions or “typical patterns of interaction” of a person
in the working environment are important (Thomas International, n.d.). All people have all
four behavioural preferences but to various extents. The relationship of the four preferences
to each other construct a profile pattern which gives information about a person's probable
behavioural responses (Mills, 2011). Thomas International (N.d.) identifies the following
four dimensions:
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Dominance: This category considers the manner in which problems are addressed.
Individuals of this category are concerned with results. They are typically competitive,
with high performance standards, and focused on achieving goals, solving problems,
and accepting challenges.



Influence: This category considers the manner in which people are dealt with.
Individuals of this category like people and want to be liked in return. They are
typically charming, optimistic, outgoing, and focused on networking, conversation, and
working with others.



Steadiness: This category considers the manner in which an individual paces him- or
herself. Individuals of this category are concerned about relations. They are typically
sympathetic, friendly, good listeners, “finisher completers”, and team players, who
work hard and create a stable environment.



Compliance: This category considers the manner in which rules and procedures are
followed. Individuals of this category are concerned with accuracy and research every
aspect of a situation, considering each possibility before making a decision (Witt, n.d.).
They typically have high standards, particularly for themselves; can be perfectionists
and prefer systems, processes, procedures, as well as predictable and consistent
outcomes.

It is evident that an academic displaying a high dominance factor profile is likely to be
motivated and inspired by a challenging and dynamic environment and enjoys experimenting
with new technologies at a fast pace. Further, such an employee is unlikely to be motivated
by incentives and rewards but will most probably be intrinsically motivated and has an
inclination to set challenging goals (Thomas International, n.d.). It can be argued that
employees with a high dominance factor will typically be innovators on the technology
adoption cycle, with the activist learning style. When an academic portrays a high dominance
factor and low steadiness and compliance factors, it can be assumed that the profile of the
online learning facilitator tends to favour the achievement of results irrespective of
unfavourable circumstances (Johannes, 2007: 256). These employees will experience high
levels of perceived ease of use and perceived enjoyment due to the challenging and
innovative nature of their profiles.
An academic with a high dominance factor will prefer an unstructured environment, which
allows for frameworks and directions to guide people on how to act, tolerate innovative
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thought, creative problem-solving and independence to act, not prescribing strict rules and
procedures (Thomas International, n.d.). It can be argued that the development interventions
for an online learning facilitator portraying a high dominance factor should be innovative,
exciting and creative with challenging tasks. It is evident that academics belonging to this
category will adapt to teaching and learning with technology easily and will not portray a
lack of e–readiness. It can furthermore be argued that academics with a high dominance
factor will connect relatively easy with young learners from Generation Y due to the same
need for innovation and creativity (Thomas International, n.d.; Naidoo, 2005).
Academics portraying high steadiness and compliance factors and a low dominance factor
will tend to favour standard operating procedures, a traditional approach and maintaining the
status quo (Johannes, 2007: 256-257). Factors such as attention to detail and ensuring quality
and standards are important (Johannes, 2007: 257). It can further be assumed that structure
and security within a clearly defined learning environment will appeal to these employees.
Academics belonging to these categories can be compared to the early majority and late
majority categories of the technology adoption cycle, as well as the theorist and pragmatist
learning styles. Their perceived ease of use of e-learning will initially be negative as it will
put their status quo and comfort zones at risk. Likewise, they will not initially perceive elearning to be enjoyable and will only change their perceptions over a long period of time.
Shelton, McKenna and Darling (2002: 372) state that, not only do employees have different
work profile patterns, they regularly also have diverse values and interests. Further,
employees are inclined to have a preference for various types of job tasks and work cultures
(Shelton et al., 2002: 372; cf Liu, 2010; Switzer, 2010). Liu (2010) asserts that managers that
want to obtain objectives and achieve performance from their subordinates need to
understand that employees have different work profile patterns and will therefore be
differently motivated. An employee’s personal work behavioural style thus plays a significant
role in the manner in which he or she will adapt to technology and should therefore be
included in an employee’s e-profile.
The assessment of e-readiness of academics during performance appraisal
Performance appraisal encompasses the assessment of employees’ performance (evaluative
part), as well as their potential for further development (Rademan & De Vos, 2001: 54; cf
Grobler et al., 2002: 260; 266). The concept and practice of development is in particular
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relevant to this article, since the aim is to determine the level of e-readiness of an academic
through performance appraisal to determine the need for and the extent of development
required to improve the level of e-readiness. Further, the academic, the institution and society
(the learners and the future work places) should all benefit from employee development
(Cardno, 1995: 118; Maurer et al., 2002: 432; Adam, 2010).
It remains the responsibility of line managers to ensure that their subordinates are welltrained and have the competence to provide quality teaching and learning to students
(Bartridge, 2004: 1). Line managers at HEIs should, through the assessment of e-readiness
during the performance appraisal, determine the training and development needs pertaining to
e-learning. Line managers are further also responsible to see to it that employees’
performance goals are aligned to organisational goals. Not only should training needs be
identified, but time and opportunity for training should also be granted.
It can be argued that line managers are responsible for determining the stage/s of technology
adoption in which academics are through e-readiness assessment during the performance
appraisal process. The assessment process is usually followed with a development plan and
subsequent relevant development interventions and employees should be involved in the
goal-setting process. Motivating employees and providing a rationale as to the relevance of elearning within the framework of organisational objectives are necessary for the eventual
performance of an academic as an online learning facilitator.
Empirical results
During the empirical research it became clear that certain key human factors (personal work
behavioural style, preferred learning styles, and employees’ position/category on the
technology adoption cycle) play a role in an academic’s e-readiness. Certain trends and
similarities could be observed between these human factors. For example, a particular
learning style revealed by an employee in most instances typically portrayed a typical DISC
factor and a specific category of technology adoption pace and style. The following particular
matches became evident, indicated in table 1 below:
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Table 1: Matches between personal profile patterns, learning styles and pace and style
of technology adoption
Personal profile pattern (DISC

Learning style

Technology adoption

factor)
(pace and style)
Dominance

Activist

Innovator

Influence

Reflector

Late majority

Steadiness

Theorist

Early majority

Compliance

Pragmatist

Early adopter

The last two matches indicated in table 1, the early majority-steadiness-theorist and the early
adopter-pragmatist-compliance matches represent the e-profiles of the majority of
respondents, namely 79%. These e-profiles can thus be related to employees’ level of
comfortableness with the use of e-learning, as indicated in table 2 below.
Table 2: Matches between personal profile patterns, learning styles, pace and style of
technology adoption, and e-learning perceptions when trained and first being used
Personal work

Learning style

behavioural style

Technology adoption

Perceptions towards e-learning after

(pace and style)

trained and used for the first time

(DISC factor)
Dominance

Activist

Innovator

Very eager to teach online

Influence

Reflector

Late majority

Still did not want to teach online

Steadiness

Theorist

Early majority

Comfortable, but will never be first
choice

Compliance

Pragmatist

Early adopter

Looked forward, once mastered the skill

Table 3 below indicates these profiles, placed in order of the perceived highest level of ereadiness to the lowest level of e-readiness.
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Table 3: E-readiness levels
E-readiness

Personal

Learning

Technology

Perceptions towards e-

Respondents

levels

profile

style

adoption

learning after trained

%

(highest to

pattern

(pace and

and used for the first

lowest)

(DISC

style)

time

factor)
Very high

Dominance

Activist

Innovator

Very eager to teach

13

online
Relatively

Compliance

Pragmatist

Early adopter

high
Moderate

Low

Looked forward, once

46

mastered the skill
Steadiness

Influence

Theorist

Reflector

Early

Comfortable, but will

majority

never be first choice

Late majority

Still did not want to

33

8

teach online

Respondents to the questionnaire portrayed a relatively high (46%) or moderate (33%) level
of e-readiness. If these results are considered to be generally representative of the academics
of the NWU, Potchefstroom Campus, it is clear that successfully training and developing
employees portraying the early adopter-compliance-pragmatist and the early majoritysteadiness-theorist pertaining to the use and purpose e-learning, the bulk of the academic
workforce at the NWU will be well-skilled and able to implement e-learning optimally to
support world class learner learning. If the 13% of respondents who portray a dominanceactivist-innovator e-profile is considered to the bulk of academics portraying the
abovementioned two e-profiles (79%), it brings the total of e-ready academics to 92%.
Undoubtedly this will make a difference in the effectiveness of use of e-learning.

Table 4 indicates the matches between personal profile patterns, learning styles, pace and
style of technology adoption, e-learning perceptions when trained and first being used and
type of motivation.
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Table 4: Matches between personal profile patterns, learning styles, pace and style of
technology adoption, e-learning perceptions when trained and first being used and type
of motivation

E-

Personal

Learning

Technology

Perceptions

Motivation

Age

readiness

profile

style

adoption

towards e-

of

levels

pattern

(pace and

learning after

respondents

(highest to

(DISC

style)

trained and used

%

lowest)

factor)

Very high

Dominance

for the first time
Activist

Innovator

Very eager to

Intrinsic

13

46

teach online
Relatively

Compliance

Pragmatist

high

Moderate

Steadiness

Theorist

Early

Looked forward,

Mostly

adopter

once mastered the

extrinsic, but

skill

also intrinsic

Early

Comfortable, but

majority

will never be first

Extrinsic

33

Extrinsic

8

choice
Low

Influence

Reflector

Late
majority

Still did not want
to teach online

Employees belonging to the innovator-activist-dominance profile will be intrinsically
motivated. This category of employees will be intrinsically motivated as they perform an
activity for its own sake and enjoy performing it (Gagné & Deci, 2005: 331; Vansteenkiste et
al., 2007: 253). Intrinsic motivation refers to a condition in which an individual feels interest,
pleasure and enthusiasm by taking on task-related activities (Gagné & Deci, 2005: 331;
Vansteenkiste et al., 2007: 253; Ryan & Deci, 2000: 56). Employees belonging to this profile
will not portray a lack of e-readiness and will embrace the challenge of a new job demand.

Another e-profile category that is also intrinsically motivated (to some extent), but can also
rely on extrinsic motivation, is the early adopter-pragmatist-compliance category,
representing 46% of the respondents of the questionnaire. Literature has identified early
adopters to be extrinsically motivated, but since they are also regarded as strategic thinkers
(Zemsky & Massey, 2004: 9–10), some of them may be intrinsically motivated. It can be
argued that pragmatists will be extrinsically motivated as the technology adoption will not be
a natural process of grabbing opportunities to them as with the innovators or activists, as they
will first determine the practical value and use of what they are being taught and will require
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a link between the training and the end-result required of them (Honey & Mumford, 1982:
25). Further, the compliance DISC factor indicates that an employee portraying this e-profile
prefers predictable and consistent outcomes (Thomas International, n.d.) and may therefore
need encouragement in the form of incentives or rewards to adapt to the new job demand.

The other e-profile, represented by a significant number of respondents (33%), the early
majority-theorist-steadiness profile, is mostly extrinsically motivated, implying that external
rewards and incentives may be necessary to encourage these employees towards goal
accomplishment pertaining to the new job demand. This is due to the fact that the late
majority only adopts when half of the population has already done so and they dislike the
disruptions of new technologies (Zemsky & Massey 2004: 10). Therefore, they will need
external motivation to adapt to the changed job demand.

If these profiles are considered to be generally representative of the academics of the NWU,
Potchefstroom Campus, it implies that the categories representing the majority of academics
will mostly need extrinsic motivation. If the University lacks the necessary funds to provide
financial incentives, they will have to think creatively of other incentives to motivate
employees towards goal accomplishment. This also places a significant responsibility on the
line manager or support in this respect, as employees will need support and encouragement
throughout the learning curve.

It is important to keep in mind that other variations of e-profiles can emerge with e-readiness
assessment and that these profiles are used as examples to draft a strategy, as they surfaced as
most eminent during the empirical research. Before the training and development
interventions can take place it is necessary to draft a personal development plan for each
academic, based on the employee’s e-readiness assessment during a performance appraisal.
The next section will discuss the implementation of the e-readiness assessment and the
subsequent training and development by means of a framework, developed for this purpose.

Theoretical framework for the e-readiness assessment of academics

As the performance appraisal process consists of not only an evaluative component, but also
a development component, the e-readiness assessment should be followed with a personal
development plan, indicating uniquely structured training and development opportunities.
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The research indicated that key human factors (pace and style of technology adoption,
preferred learning style and personal work behavioural style) play a role in the e-readiness
assessment and therefore argues that these human factors should be included in the ereadiness assessment of academics. An academic’s key human factors will be indicative of
his/her e-readiness indicators and the training and development approach to be followed.
Once the key human factors are assessed, and an e-profile is drafted, the employees’ ereadiness indicators will be apparent and the training and development interventions can be
structured.
Tables 5, 6 and 7 indicate the e-readiness framework, based on the outcome of an employee’s
e-readiness assessment. Potential matches that may emerge after an academic’s key human
factors (technology adoption, preferred learning style and personal work behavioural style)
have been assessed, are indicated, as well as the unique training and development approach
that should be structured for an employee.
Table 5: The technology adoption – personal work profile pattern match
Personal work

Dominance

Influence

Steadiness

Compliance

profile pattern
(DISC profile)
Innovator

Unstructured; freedom to
explore; internal
motivation; visual aids;
fast pace

Early
Adopter

Structured/unstructured;

Structured; external

Structured, step-by-step

freedom to explore;

motivation; visual aids;

approach; external

internal motivation;

instructor that

motivation; visual aids;

visual aids; instructor

demonstrates; instructor

instructor that

that demonstrates;

that gives verbal

demonstrates; instructor

relatively fast pace

instructions; paper-based

that gives verbal

notes; opportunity for

instructions; relatively

socialisation; relatively

fast pace

fast pace
Early
majority

Late
majority
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Structured; external

Structured, step-by-step

Structured, step-by-step

motivation; visual aids;

approach; external

approach; external

instructor that

motivation; visual aids;

motivation; visual aids;

demonstrates; instructor

instructor that

instructor that

that gives verbal

demonstrates; instructor

demonstrates; instructor

instructions; paper-based

that gives verbal

that gives verbal

notes; opportunity for

instructions; paper-based

instructions; paper-based

socialisation

notes

notes

Structured; external

Structured, step-by-step

Structured, step-by-step

motivation; visual aids;

approach; external

approach; external
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instructor that

motivation; visual aids;

motivation; visual aids;

demonstrates; instructor

instructor that

instructor that

that gives verbal

demonstrates; instructor

demonstrates; instructor

instructions; paper-based

that gives verbal

that gives verbal

notes; opportunity for

instructions; enough

instructions; enough

socialisation; enough

opportunity to reflect

opportunity to reflect

opportunity to reflect

and ask questions

and ask questions

Diehard/

Structured; external

Structured; external

Laggard

motivation; visual aids;

motivation; visual aids;

instructor that

instructor that

demonstrates; instructor

demonstrates; instructor

that gives verbal

that gives verbal

instructions; paper-based

instructions; paper-based

notes; enough

notes; enough

opportunity to reflect

opportunity to reflect

and ask questions

and ask questions

T
e
c
h
n
o
l
o
g
y

and ask questions
a
d
o
p
t
i
o
n
s
t
y
l
e
a
n
d
p
a
c
e

Table 6: The technology adoption – preferred learning style match
Learning style
Innovator

Activist

Pragmatist

Theorist

Reflector

Unstructured; trial and error;
freedom to explore; internal
motivation; visual aids; fast
pace

Early
Adopter

Structured/unstructured;

Structured; match

freedom to explore; internal

strategically; holistic

motivation; visual aids;

picture; future benefits; step-

instructor that demonstrates;

by-step approach; external

match strategically;

motivation; instructor that

relatively fast pace

demonstrates; visual aids;
relatively fast pace

Early
majority

Structured; match

Structured; external

Structured; unhurried

strategically; picture; future

motivation; step-by-step

process; ample opportunity

benefits; step-by-step

approach; external

to ask questions and review;

approach; external

motivation; instructor that

opportunity to reflect on

motivation; instructor that

demonstrates; instructor that

progress; external

demonstrates; visual aids;

gives verbal instructions;

motivation; instructor that

paper-based notes

visual aids; paper-based

demonstrates; instructor that

notes

gives verbal instructions;
visual aids; paper-based
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notes

T
e
c
h
n
o
l
o
g
y
Late

a
d
o
p
t
i
o
n

majority

Structured; holistic picture;

Structured; step-by-step

Structured; step-by-step

step-by-step approach;

approach; external

approach; ample opportunity

external motivation;

motivation; instructor that

to ask questions and review;

instructor that gives verbal

demonstrates; instructor that

opportunity to reflect on

instructions; instructor that

gives verbal instructions;

progress; external

demonstrates; visual aids

visual aids; paper-based

motivation; instructor that

notes

demonstrates; instructor that
gives verbal instructions;
visual aids; paper-based
notes

s
t
y
l
e

Structured; step-by-step

Structured; unhurried

approach; external

process; ample opportunity

Diehard/

motivation; external

to ask questions and review;

Laggard

motivation; instructor that

opportunity to reflect on

demonstrates; instructor that

progress; external

gives verbal instructions;

motivation; instructor that

visual aids; paper-based

demonstrates; instructor that

notes

gives verbal instructions;

a
n
d

visual aids; paper-based
notes

p
a
c
e

Table 7: Personal work profile pattern – preferred learning style match
Learning style
Dominance

Activist

Pragmatist

Theorist

Reflector

Structured; step-by-step

Structured; step-by-step

approach; external

approach; external

motivation; visual aids;

motivation; visual aids;

instructor that

instructor that

demonstrates; instructor

demonstrates; instructor

that gives verbal

that gives verbal

instructions; paper-

instructions; paper-

based notes; opportunity

based notes; opportunity

for socialisation; enough

for socialisation; enough

opportunity to ask

opportunity to reflect

questions

and ask questions

Structured; match

Structured; step-by-step

Structured; step-by-step

strategically; holistic

approach; external

approach; external

picture; practical step-

motivation; visual aids;

motivation; visual aids;

Unstructured; trial and
error; freedom to
explore; internal
motivation; visual aids;
fast pace

Influence

Steadiness
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by-step approach;

instructor that

instructor that

external motivation;

demonstrates; instructor

demonstrates; instructor

visual aids; instructor

that gives verbal

that gives verbal

that demonstrates;

instructions; paper-

instructions; paper-

instructor that gives

based notes; enough

based notes; enough

verbal instructions;

opportunity to ask

opportunity to reflect

paper-based notes

questions

and ask questions

Structured; match

Structured; step-by-step

Structured; step-by-step

strategically; holistic

approach; external

approach; external

picture; future benefit;

motivation; visual aids;

motivation; visual aids;

practical step-by-step

instructor that

instructor that

approach; external

demonstrates; instructor

demonstrates; instructor

motivation; visual aids;

that gives verbal

that gives verbal

instructor that

instructions; paper-

instructions; paper-

demonstrates; instructor

based notes; enough

based notes; enough

that gives verbal

opportunity to ask

opportunity to reflect

instructions; paper-

questions

and ask questions

based notes

Once an employee has been plotted within the abovementioned framework (provided by the
three tables), the employee’s e-profile will be known and uniquely structured training and
development interventions for each academic can be planned and implemented. The
framework outlines to line managers, human resource managers and Academic Support
Services the training and development approach that should be followed with each academic
and the preferred nature and structure of the training and development intervention, that is
structured or unstructured; step-by-step or freedom; visual aids, paper-based notes, verbal
instructions from an instructor or an instructor that demonstrates; internal or external
motivation; and opportunity to ask questions and reflect or a relatively fast pace.

The planning of training and development interventions for academics that portray one of the
two most prominent e-profiles, as obtained through the questionnaire results, can be
approached as follow, based on the e-readiness framework:

Early adopter-compliance-pragmatist e-profile

An academic with this e-profile would, according to the above framework, has been plotted
on table 5 as an early adopter-compliance match, which indicates a structured, step-by-step
approach; external motivation; the use of visual aids during training, as well as an instructor
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that demonstrates and gives verbal instructions; and a relatively fast pace should be followed
during training and development.

The employee would have been plotted as an early adopter-pragmatist on table 6, which
indicates a structured step-by-step approach; training should be matched with strategic goals;
a holistic picture should be provided; future benefits should be underlined; external
motivation should be provided; training should be given through an instructor that
demonstrates, use visual aids and should be at a relatively fast pace.

On table 7 the employee would have been plotted as a compliance-pragmatist, indicating a
structured and practical step-by-step approach; training should be matched with strategic
goals; a holistic picture should be provided; the future benefit of the training should be
explained; external motivation should be provided; training should be done through the use of
visual aids, an instructor that demonstrates and that gives verbal instructions, as well as
paper-based notes.

Therefore, the results (early adopter-compliance; early adopter-pragmatist and compliancepragmatist) obtained from the three tables in the framework reveal an early adoptercompliance-pragmatist e-profile. This profile was portrayed by 46% of questionnaire
respondents. An academic portraying this e-profile should therefore receive e-learning
training and development in a structured manner with a practical step-by-step approach. A
holistic picture of the role and place of e-learning in the University’s teaching and learning
framework and goals, as well as within the institutional plan and strategic goals and
objectives should be provided. Employees should understand how the training will benefit
them in future and why it is imperative to their teaching and learning skills. The person
responsible for e-learning training should make use of visual tools such as podcasts and
simulations, give verbal instructions, demonstrate the tools to employees and provide paperbased notes for referral when practicing. An employee portraying this e-profile will need to
be externally motivated, therefore, the line manager and the human resource manager should
decide on the method of motivation that will be followed.

An employee that belongs to the early adopter category of technology adoption, as well as
the pragmatist learning style preference of an employee portraying this profile, it can be
assumed that an employee with this profile will adapt to e-learning relatively fast, once the
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skill is mastered. Therefore, once the technical skill is obtained, training should focus on ereadiness indicators such as communication, motivation, compassion and counselling (the
social nature of e-learning), as these indicators may need to be developed. A focus should
also be placed on personal attribute indicators such as innovation and creativity, commitment
and time management. Due to the compliance DISC factor of this profile (favouring standard
operating procedures and the status quo), attention should be given to the practical use,
purpose and philosophy of e-learning.

Early majority-steadiness-theorist e-profile

An academic with this e-profile would, according to the above framework have been plotted
on table 5 as an early majority-steadiness match, which indicates a structured, step-by-step
approach; external motivation; the use of visual aids during training, as well as an instructor
that demonstrates and gives verbal instructions; and a relatively fast pace during training and
development.

The employee would have been plotted as an early majority-theorist on table 6 and a
steadiness-theorist on table 7, which both indicate a structured step-by-step approach;
external motivation should be provided; training should be given through an instructor that
demonstrates the use of e-learning tools, the use of visual aids and paper-based notes, and
ample opportunity should be given to ask questions.

Therefore, the results (early majority-steadiness; early majority-theorist and steadinesstheorist) obtained from the three tables in the framework reveal an early majority-steadinesstheorist e-profile. This profile was portrayed by 33% of questionnaire respondents. An
academic with this e-profile should therefore receive e-learning training and development in
a structured manner with a practical step-by-step approach. The person responsible for elearning training should make use of visual tools such as podcasts and simulations, give
verbal instructions, demonstrate the tools to employees and provide paper-based notes for
referral when practicing. An employee portraying this e-profile will need to be externally
motivated, therefore, the line manager and the human resource manager should decide on the
method of motivation that will be followed.
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Training and development for employees that portray the early majority-steadiness-theorist
e-profile will differ from the early adopter-compliance-pragmatist e-profile: Firstly,
information on strategic linkages and the practical value of the training will not be such a
high priority for employees that portray the early majority-steadiness-theorist e-profile as for
those portraying the early adopter-compliance-pragmatist e-profile. However, this
information should ideally be provided to all employees that receive e-learning training,
irrespective of their e-profiles. Secondly, employees that portray the early majoritysteadiness-theorist e-profile will in all likelihood have a more natural ability for the social
nature of e-learning and the personal attribute indicators of e-readiness will be more eminent,
due to the steadiness DISC factor of the profile, that reflects good people skills and good
team players (Thomas International, n.d.). Thirdly, training and development for employees
that portray the early majority-steadiness-theorist e-profile will follow a slower pace than
training and development for employees portraying the early adopter-compliance-pragmatist
e-profile; for two reasons:


An employee that is categorised in the early majority category will portray a bigger
lack of e-readiness than an early adopter and will be less comfortable with change and
new technologies, and will therefore need more technical guidance.



Secondly, theorists will tend to ask more questions than pragmatists and will need time
to think about activities and challenges posed to them during training.

Only 8% of questionnaire respondents portrayed the late majority-influence-reflector eprofile. Employees portraying this profile will receive similar training as the early majoritysteadiness-theorist profile, but even more time must be provided to reflect on activities and
challenges and opportunity for socialisation must also be provided. Due to the high influence
DISC factor employees revealing this profile are likely to do well with the human side of elearning, as employees with a high influence DISC factor are concerned about the manner in
which people are dealt with and are typically charming, optimistic, and outgoing, and focused
on networking, conversation, and working with others (Thomas International, n.d.), and they
will have a natural ability for the following indicators of the e-readiness construct:
communication, motivation, compassion and counselling skills. As this category of
technology adoption will resist e-learning as long as possible and be hard to convince of its
use, employees in this category should firstly be focused on e-readiness indicators such as the
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philosophy, use and purpose of e-learning, as well as the needs and preferences of Generation
Y learners. A focus on the use and adaptation of teaching and learning strategies is also
important. Further, training must be focused on the technical skill due to the late majority
aspect of this profile, portraying a significant lack of e-readiness. Focus should be placed on
training strategies and techniques that will make an employee belonging to this category
comfortable, another indicator of the e-readiness construct.

Thirteen percent (13%) of questionnaire respondents portrayed the innovator-dominanceactivist profile. Employees portraying this e-profile will in all likelihood not need to be
trained (as they would have explored the e-learning platform on their own, played around and
managed to use the tools). Therefore, they will in all probability not have a development need
or subsequent need for training and development in this regard. However, if these employees
did not master all the tools of the e-learning platform on their own, and from a quality control
point of view, line managers can consider, together with the employee, to include e-learning
training in their personal development plans. An employee with a high dominance DISC
factor or an innovator technology adoption style is likely to do well with the technical skills,
subject competency, comfortableness and willingness, as a high dominance factor and
innovators are competitive, with high performance standards, and focused on achieving
goals, solving problems, enjoy exploring new ideas and accept challenges (Thomas
International, n.d.; Zemsky & Massey, 2004: 9). The same can be said about an employee
with an activist learning style that also prefers to deal with challenges (Honey & Mumford,
1982). However, an employee who is an innovator prefers an activist learning style or
portrays a high dominance factor, and does not necessarily have good interpersonal skills.
Therefore, particular focus can be placed on e-readiness indicators such as learner
motivation, communication and compassion.

Conclusion
The empirical research by means of a self-administered questionnaire, a focus group
discussion and interviews revealed two prominent e-profiles indicating various levels of ereadiness, namely an early adopter-pragmatist-compliance e-profile and an early majoritytheorist-steadiness e-profile. The findings made it evident that the traits portrayed by a
person belonging to a certain technology adoption category show similarities to traits
portrayed by particular learning styles and personal work behavioural patterns. Certain
profiles could be identified, based on trends and similarities pertaining to interpersonal traits.
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A framework was developed for assessing the e-readiness of academic employees during
their performance appraisals, as well as determining and assessing the role of key human
factors in their e-readiness in order to draft an e-profile which provides guidance in terms of
structuring unique training and development approaches for each e-profile. A personal
development plan will subsequently be drafted for each employee. Thus, getting academics eready, they will be in a better position to provide in the learning needs of the 21st century
student.
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